
MODEL TRIMMER
BUFFALo

Buffalo Dental’s wet model
trimmers are powerful and fast
trimming. They offer industry
leading extra-high torque
motors and aggressive-cutting
coarse Carborundum wheels.
The classic, solid construction
and balanced direct drive systems run quietly and
stay steady and trouble free for decades. The
enlarged windows provide increased work area,
improved vision and full wheel use while resisting
splashes. Buffalo also offers a variety of
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REDWING LATHE
HAndLEr

The #26A is a
full 1/4 HP,
1725/3450 RPM
two-speed lathe
for use on top of
laboratory
bench. Its 4 1⁄2”
[11.4 cm] shaft
height allows for easy use by the technician.
Maintenance free, standard dental, tapered shafts
each includes a right and left chuck remover for
easy removal of standard dental chucks. The #16B
is the Chuk/Changer factory-installed to the right

POLISHING LATHE
BALdor

The Model #340
Baldor Lathe is a ¼
HP, 2 speed lathe
designed for precision,
trouble-free polishing.
Model #380WC offers
the same great
features with the added benefit of a Wells Quick
Chuck. Baldor lathes are sturdy and well-
constructed, and are supplied with 8-foot cord
with plug and rubber feet to minimize vibration.
Provisions for mounting to a laboratory bench are
provided as well. Baldor Lathes come with a 3 year
warranty and the Wells Quick Chuck comes with a
1 year warranty. 

Model #340 
9242490                                                               

Model #380WC, w/Wells Chuck  
9242510                                                                

LATHES

X50 BRUSHLESS ELECTRIC 
LAB HANDPIECE SYSTEM
BUFFALo  

The X50 Brushless
Electric Lab
Handpiece System
offers a brushless high
torque motor and control
system that provides 7.8 Ncm. torque from 1,000
to 50,000 rpm with no carbon brush maintenance.
It is whisper quiet, vibration free and the smart
cruise control circuitry automatically senses when
the foot control speed is held constant and auto-
activates precise rpm control with an audible two-
beep tone. This unit comes with a 1 year warranty. 

X35 MICRO ENGINE SYSTEM
BUFFALo  

The X35 Micro Engine
System from Buffalo
Dental offers high torque,
0-35,000rpms in both
forward and reverse, a
convenient twist lock collet and easy to maneuver
hand and foot controls. 

Complete Package: Console, Standard Black
Handpiece, Foot Control
8100778 [38000]

8100771 Handpiece [38025]

HANDPIECES —
ELECTRIC

System: Control Console, Brushless Handpiece
w/HP Collet, Foot Control, Handpiece Holder,
Collet Wrenches
8107171 [37800]

FOAMEZ SPLASH
HOOD LINER
riCHMond dEnTAL Co.   

The FoamEZ Splash Hood Liner
supplies protection against chips or
cracks in the event the prosthesis
releases from the hand during
polishing. It also helps keep the splash hood 
clean by covering the inner surface and catching
flying debris. 

2/Pkg.
8843032 [410000]

TRIAD TRUTRAY CUSTOM
TRAY MATERIAL
dEnTSPLy  

Dentsply Triad TruTray
Custom Tray Material is
an oversized, colorless,
translucent custom tray
material that cures in
four minutes. 

8291216 4/Pkg. [89902]
8291218 30/Pkg. [89904]
8291220 100/Pkg. [89905]

TRIAD TRANSHEET
MATERIAL - CONTINUED

Colorless
8291230 4/Pkg. [89271]
8294660 24/Pkg. [89272]

Pink
8291242 50/Pkg. [8927]

MODEL TRIMMERS

SPLASH HOODS
HAndLEr

This aluminum splash hood with
light, shield and insert pan is for
use with Handler Lathes. It is
available from Handler with your
choice of the light on the left or right side. 

Splash Hood with Shield and Light
9104300 [83WL-R]

Splash Hood Insert Pan
9104290 [83NL]

Splash Hood with Cut-Out
9104307 [86D-RB]

SPLASH AND SAFETY
SHIELDS
HAndLEr

This Sta-Kleen clear acrylic shield is
adjustable to any vertical position within 180
degrees for maximum protection from flying
debris and wet pumice. Wipes clean with a damp
cloth; can be used on all Handler splash hoods and
on other models as well. 

Shield
9104310 [86B]

side of a 26A Low Base. This combination provides
the technician with the ultimate in chuck changing
efficiency at both low and high lathe speeds. The
movement of the activating handle allows the
technician to change from 1⁄4” [6.4 mm] to 3⁄32” 
[2.4 mm] burs, mandrels and chuck accessories
without stopping the lathe. 

Model #26A
9101700

Model 16B
9101705
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